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• Canada’s only national, 
interfaith sustainability 
network.

• Network members share 
sacred calling to protect 
creation, serve our 
neighbors.

• Regional Greening 
Sacred Spaces chapters 
connect faith groups with 
local non-profit, 
municipal and 
commercial 
organizations dedicated 
to a sustainable future.



-- Just like in the struggle for 
Civil Rights in the U.S. or the 

fight to end Apartheid in South 
Africa, the more we can make 

climate change a deeply 
moral issue, the more we will 
push society towards action.

-- This is one of the most 
important roles that 

Canadian faith communities 
can play.

-- The wide diversity of 
cultures and faith-based justice 
traditions is a strength in this 

work. 



Faith that does climate justice:
A sampler

1. On the political & economic frontlines
2. Helping climate vulnerable neighbors
3. Transformation starts from within



1. On the Political & 
Economic Frontlines



Citizens for Public Justice & KAIROS



Spiritually Rooted Direct Climate Action 

“Multi-faith Climate Iftar” 
celebration proceeds 

the 2015 Pan American 
Climate Summit



Fossil Fuel Divestment



Canadian Muslim Lawyers Association & Ktunaxa 
Nation: First-ever Indigenous Freedom of Religion 

Case Heads to Canada’s Supreme Court



2. Helping our most 
vulnerable neighbors



Governments can’t do it all. 
Urgent need for more capacity to serve our most vulnerable.



Faith Communities = Local Response Hub Anchors



• City provides
– Training
– Identification cards and 

signage
– Promotion material
– Some equipment
– Support for community 

grants
– Liability and WSIB 

Insurance coverage 
during emergencies

• FBOs provide:
– Pre-screened volunteers
– Place of refuge, cooling 

station, warming station
– Call centre, information 

centre
– Wellness checks on 

members, 
neighbourhood

– Emotional counselling
– Donation management

“Light House Project,” 
City of Brampton, 

Emergency 
Management 



3. Transformation 
starts from within



“Zero-Food-Waste” @ Fo Guang Shan
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Role-modeling renewable energy & energy efficiency



Sustaining Justice



Need some help finding faith-based allies 
in your climate justice work?

Get in touch.

Lucy Cummings, 
Executive Director,

Faith & the Common Good
director@faithcommongood.org


